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Help students gain 

a deeper understanding 

of their place in the world 

by exploring connections and 

building empathy for all creatures. 

Students will cultivate compassion 

as they learn about social 

responsibility through inquiry-

based projects. 
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Presentation Fees

As a non-profit organization, the BC SPCA  

bases presentation fees on a sliding scale 

ranging from $2 to $6 per student.

Maximum one class per presentation.

Presentation requests are subject to availability. 

Advanced booking is required.

Additional Resources

 ✓ Lesson plans to complement the 

presentations

 ✓ e-Teacher – a free email newsletter  

for educators

 ✓ Classroom animal guidelines

 ✓ Pet care and animal behaviour fact sheets

 ✓ BC SPCA summer camp information

 ✓ Bark! (youth magazine – 4 per year)

 ✓ Meow! (teacher magazine – 1 per year)

 ✓ AnimalSense (adult magazine – 2 per year)

For more information or to book 
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Students will cultivate compassion as 

they learn about social responsibility 

through inquiry-based projects.
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Individual  

Sessions 

1  Bite Free  

(all grades)

Why do animals bite? By giving 

students the tools to read animal body 

language, we help them understand 

how to interact safely 

and responsibly 

with pets. 

Three-Session  

presentations*

1  You Can Make a Difference  

(grades 4-7)

How can you improve the lives of 

animals? After learning about animal 

issues, students will develop creative 

solutions to improve animals’ lives, 

and become animal advocates in their 

community.

2  The Farm-Food Connection  

(grades 4-7) 

Where does our food come 

from? Students will explore 

the lives of farm animals, 

what food labels mean 

and ways in which we can 

make positive change for 

farm animals.

3  Cats in the Community  

(grades 4-7)

What effects do outdoor cats 

have on the community and 

the ecosystem? Realistic, 

cross-curricular activities 

engage students to use critical 

thinking skills, evaluate data, 

predict outcomes and develop 

creative solutions to address the 

outdoor cat issue.

4  Making the Right Choice  

(grades 3-5)

What do animals need to be happy 

and healthy? Which animals make 

good pets? Students will gain a deeper 

understanding of natural behaviours 

of animals kept as pets and reflect on 

whether we can provide an engaging 

environment.

5  Including Animals in 

Social Justice (grades 6+)

How do we perceive animals in our 

society? Students will investigate 

beliefs and stereotypes, question 

socially accepted practices, and 

analyze animal welfare issues in our 

world today.

6  Leaders for Animals  

(grades 3+)

Do you know students who 

are passionate about 

animals? Students 

will learn about the 

background of the BC 

SPCA as a launching 

pad to start a school club 

dedicated to improving the lives of 

animals and the environment.

2  Kindness Counts  

(grades K-2)

How can kind acts make positive 

change? Kindness Counts teaches 

children empathy and compassion 

for animals, people and the world 

we inhabit through individual acts of 

kindness. 

*These presentations can also be single sessions by request.


